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  JWed Partners with EL AL on “Love is in the Air” Israel Trip Contest 

New dating site members will be automatically entered to win 

 

NEW YORK— The premier online Jewish dating site JWed is hosting a contest in partnership with EL AL 

Israel Airlines this February to celebrate a month of “Love is in the Air.” The lucky winner will receive 

two roundtrip tickets to Israel, a five-night complimentary stay at two luxury Dan Hotels with daily 

breakfast, and a free six-month membership to JWed. This prize includes a 3-night stay in the renovated 

executive sea view rooms in Dan Tel Aviv and a 2-night stay at the fully renovated luxury Dan Caesarea 

Resort. The contest, which runs until February 29th, marks the first collaboration between JWed and EL 

AL.  

By registering for a JWed account, users are automatically entered into the contest. 

“JWed is excited to partner with EL AL for this unique opportunity to win an extraordinary vacation 

package to Israel,” JWed CEO Ben Rabizadeh said. “The contest demonstrates our commitment to 

helping marriage-minded Jewish singles find love and meaningful, lasting relationships.” 

With more than 3,400 success stories, JWed has solidified itself as the foremost online dating service that 

serves authentically Jewish singles. JWed is designed to foster meaningful connections that lead to long-

term relationships and marriages. 

The site uses proprietary two-way filters to provide custom profiles that enable Jewish singles to find 

matches who share their core values. With a firewall that filters out irrelevant matches, users can be 

confident that their suggested matches fit their preferences. 

Visit JWed.com to learn more. 

About JWed: JWed is the #1 online dating service for authentically Jewish singles seeking committed 

relationships. Our innovative and proprietary filters ensure a comfortable environment for singles of all 

backgrounds including from Reform and Unaffiliated to Conservative, Orthodox, or Hassidic 

communities. JWed is a family-owned company, with offices in New York and Tel Aviv, run by Jews for 

Jews. We’ve brought thousands of Jewish singles together in marriage since 2001. For more information, 

please visit https://www.jwed.com/ 
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